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Filamentation-Free Broad-Area Laser Design for
Efficient Coupling to Single-Mode Fiber
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Abstract— Although the quest for high-power, diffraction-
limited, semiconductor lasers has arguably met with limited
success, the drive for higher brightness diode lasers continues,
driven by fiber laser systems. Using tailored refractive-index and
injection-current profiles, broad-area laser beam propagation
method simulations predict simultaneous suppression of free-
carrier-induced self-focusing and far-field mode compression at
high powers. Asymmetric gain from tailored current profiles
generate unconventional, null-less modes and lead to distributed
gain- and loss-filtering mechanisms for increased beam qual-
ity output. A 5.2–7.7 W of filament-free power enables high-
efficiency (70%) coupling into SMF-28, resulting in 3.1–5.5 W of
fiber-coupled power for erbium-doped fiber amplifiers pumping
with 0.72-W/A slope efficiency. The concept is shown to be robust
against the shape of the profiles, inhomogeneities in both injection
current and refractive index, and thermal lensing with proper
submount design.

Index Terms— Brightness, broad-area pump lasers, diode
lasers, semiconductor lasers.

I. FILAMENTATION SUPPRESSION

DUE to their high electrical-to-optical efficiency and wave-
length selectability, semiconductor lasers are the exclu-

sive choice for continuous-wave pumping of fiber lasers. The
maximum single-spatial-mode output power of diode lasers is
limited by thermal effects and catastrophic optical damage [1].
Broad-area lasers (BALs) extend the lateral direction of the
diode along the direction of the growth surface making the
end-facet aperture larger, thus allowing the device to operate
at higher powers. However, such BALs have poor beam
quality due to free-carrier self-focusing, which leads to beam
filamentation [2]. When pumping fiber lasers and amplifiers,
this poor beam quality forces the use of cladding pumping
via dual-clad fibers in order to achieve efficient coupling. This
trade of increased power for decreased brightness subsequently
leads to longer active fiber lengths and increased tendencies
for undesirable nonlinear effects in high-power fiber lasers and
amplifiers.

Obtaining good beam quality in a BAL requires spatial
filtration in the laser cavity. Continuous filtering has desirable
scaling properties because the high spatial-frequency modula-
tion that leads to filamentation is continuously discarded. This
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is in stark contrast to the case for devices with discrete spatial
filters, such as tapered/flared resonators, which can allow
filamentation to occur within a single round-trip of the cavity
due to the high gain inherent to semiconductor lasers. One
example of a continuously filtered laser is the angled-grating
laser, composed of a skewed grating in a Fabry-Perot cavity,
which together impose a single k-vector limitation on the
lasing condition [3]. Another laser of note is the slab-coupled
optical waveguide laser, which spatially filters the light by
coupling high-order modes into a lossy slab waveguide [4].

It has been reported that a linearly ramped lateral gain
profile can result in good-beam-quality output from multimode
broad-area lasers at low powers before filamentation domi-
nates [5]. The off-axis nature of the modes generated by such
a gain profile tends to cluster their far-field distributions into a
narrow angular bandwidth. Additionally, the modes resulting
from a linearly ramped gain profile [6] do not contain high-
spatial-frequency content that seeds filamentation, resulting in
an increased filamentation threshold. However, filamentation
eventually occurred at power levels comparable to single-
mode diode lasers [5]. There are two conditions that may
have caused this failure. One is that the thermally induced
refractive-index became large enough to allow conventional
index-guided modes that lack the crucial null-less feature and
therefore become high-frequency spatial seeds for filamenta-
tion. The second possible cause is a spatially confined lasing
action involving the remaining unsaturated gain, which will be
expanded upon later in this work.

Nevertheless, the modes resulting from this linearly ramped
lateral gain profile have highly desirable spatial properties [6].
All of the modes resemble deformed Gaussians (with no nulls)
that emit off the longitudinal axis of the device due to the gain-
induced phase tilt (with a different tilt for each mode). These
similarly shaped modes all nominally share the same space
and saturate the gain similarly. Moreover, the null-less mode
shapes also ensure that there are no natural (mode-induced)
high-spatial-frequency perturbations to saturate the gain and
cause filamentation via free-carrier induced refractive-index
changes.

The basic results of the original tailored-gain experiments
were described analytically via linearly ramped lateral gain
profile, although the device was fabricated with a linearly
ramped lateral current profile. Also, as with similar mode
calculations for gain-guided diode lasers, the prior analytical
work did not include the saturation dynamics of carrier-based
refractive-index changes, which are particularly significant
near the gain peak. Ensuring such a precise linearly ramped
gain profile in practice would require dynamic lateral control
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of the free carriers, which is not currently feasible. However,
the concept of utilizing a generalized class of null-less modes
to minimize filamentation seeding can be extrapolated to
realistic (i.e., fabricable) devices.

In this work, we propose a laser that exploits the beneficial
nature of tailored-gain-guided modes. We numerically predict
that with the inclusion of intrinsic but engineered spatial
filtering, a significant fraction of power in the remaining
modes can be coupled into SMF-28 fiber at multi-Watt power
levels. Specifically, we exploit the combined effects of lateral
injection-current and refractive-index tailoring to design a
filamentation-free 980nm BAL for high-power core-pumping
of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). In Section II,
the devices design is described and simulated to reveal the
complex physics of this device and the similarity to the
prior analytic gain-guided modes. High-power, high-brightness
performance is shown with a design enabling high-power
coupling to SMF-28 fiber. In Section III, practical aspects
of the device are considered, such as the tolerance of the
profiles, robustness to injection-current and refractive-index
inhomogeneities, and thermal effects. Section IV provides a
discussion, including fabrication options, as well as concluding
remarks.

II. DEVICE PHYSICS

The combined effects of lateral injection-current and
refractive-index tailoring have been explored numerically
using conventional Fourier Beam Propagation Method (BPM)
simulations, which include diffraction, local carrier-dependent
linear gain, local carrier-dependent refractive-index changes,
and carrier diffusion [2], [7], [8]. This split-step Fourier
BPM simulation provides coupling of forward and backward
traveling diffractive waves through the gain and refractive
index determined by the injected free carriers, which are in
turn modified by the optical fields and diffusion. In this model,
convergence of a stable near field means that the device is
operating free of filamentation [2].

To emulate starting from spontaneous emission, simulations
were started from a low intensity field with random phase
distribution, and a random, sub-transparency carrier
distribution. From this point, injection-current was increased
to develop the laser’s operating profile. Though current
spreading is not included in this model, this work shows the
design to be robust against current shape and perturbation.
The parameters used in the simulations can be found in
Table I. These simulations were calibrated by using published
parameters for commercial, high-efficiency, single-quantum-
well BALs and matching their stated performance [9], [10].
The longitudinal length of the device under study was two
millimeters with 95/29% facet reflectivities to approximate a
high reflector and a cleaved facet. This high output-coupler
reflectivity is required for sufficient feedback-enhanced
evanescent spatial filtering [11] to maintain good beam
quality and for balancing longitudinal gain saturation.

While either symmetric or asymmetric refractive index pro-
filed waveguides support modes of only flat, axially directed
wavefronts, it is well known that in the absence of a strong

TABLE I

PARAMETERS AND VALUES USED IN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

index guide, gain causes semiconductor laser modes to have
wavefronts that are not flat [12]. Although such a wave-
front would typically exhibit curvature over the optical beam,
preliminary simulations with right-triangle-shaped current
injection revealed that as the optical power in the laser is
increased, an electric field with an exceptionally flat but tilted
wavefront will be produced. Such a tilted wavefront describes
optical power propagating at a lateral angle in the cavity that is
absorbed in the semiconductor outside the gain stripe, inducing
transparency in that region. This leads to a rapid widening
of the laser beam accompanied by degraded beam quality
since the far-field width does not improve at an inversely
proportional rate. To remedy this problem, a sloped lateral
index profile was placed across the cavity to (a) contain the
beam, and (b) increase the slope efficiency by reducing the
region of optically induced transparency.

The need for this controlled addition is evident in earlier
work with the linearly gradient gain structure, where the
experiment showed heavily modulated near field (NF) [5],
in spite of the very smooth NF predicted from theory [6].
Since the measured NF was also narrower than predicted,
these observations may be attributed to a thermally induced
refractive-index change toward the tapered-current side of the
device. Any index change is critical in the onset of filamenta-
tion because it can eventually dominate over the gain guide and
support modes that have significant nulls, unlike the desirable
gain-guided modes discussed in [6]. Such nulls modulate the
index via gain saturation, leading to filamentation as described
previously. In the case of the linearly gradient gain structure,
all sources of lateral index-guiding (native, thermal, and gain-
induced) should be engineered such that they do not dominate
gain-guidance yet provide enough confinement to limit the
beam broadening created by the filtering-induced transparency.
The methodology for achieving this will be detailed later in
this work.

To maximize lasing performance, the lateral profiles of
built-in refractive index and current injection were tailored
to optimize the beam quality with respect to filamentation
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Tailored index difference profile (black, dashed), and
tailored current profile (red, solid).

Fig. 2. (Color online) (Top) Net gain profile, with the shaded region
representing positive net gain. (Bottom) Total (designed + carrier-induced)
index-difference profile (black, dashed), normalized output-intensity profile
(7.7 W) (red, solid), and phase profile (red, dash-dotted) normalized to
600 radians.

minimization and beam spreading due to induced transparency.
Using the refractive-index and injection-current profiles shown
in Fig. 1, our model predicts up to 7.7W of stable continuous-
wave output power with 0.72 W/A slope efficiency. This
efficiency is close to but less than commercially available
BALs, as would be expected from any semiconductor laser
utilizing a spatial loss-filtering process.

The resulting total NF intensity and the total refractive-
index change profile, including free-carrier-induced changes,
are displayed in Fig. 2. Optimization of refractive-index slope
results in a controlled but significant spreading of the beam

Fig. 3. (Color online) Power-normalized far-field intensity profiles for
simulated lateral current- and index-tailored diode operating at 7.7W output
power (black, solid), and conventional BAL (200 round-trip average) operating
at 7.3W output power (red, dashed). The labels (a)-(d) refer to the wavelet
transform regions in Fig. 4.

into the un-pumped region. However, the simulated NF reveals
very limited lateral beam modulation in spite of multimode
operation and a large beam, indicating that the filamentation
tendencies are very weak. The total (gain-induced) phase
profile is also shown in Fig. 2, which is remarkably flat and
inclined at an angle that corresponds to non-axial emission
and increases with increasing injected current.

The tilted phase profile shown in Fig. 2 is also reflected in
the far-field (FF) intensity, shown in Fig. 3, which contains a
distinct and desirably narrow off-axis peak. The full width of
the stable main FF lobe of the tailored laser is ∼8x narrower
than that of the conventional filamenting BAL, which is also
shown in Fig. 3. The FF is most revealing about the internal
mode structure of the laser under study. The peaks to the right
of the main peak are not the tailored-gain-guided modes from
prior work [6], but are instead due to the waveguide formed
by the tailored index profile. Such modes are allowed by the
induced transparency and are weak because they are filtered
by lossy propagation, as evident in the net gain profile at
the top of Fig. 2. A second family of modes, indicated by
very weak peaks to the left of the main peak, is comprised
of asymmetric modes similar to the type produced by the
linear gain profile [6]. These modes are effectively gain filtered
[13] due to lower overlap with the gain; higher order modes,
represented by wide FF angles, are slightly wider and further
from the right-hand edge of the gain profile. There are no
modes centered near the gain peak due to severe free-carrier
induced negative refractive-index changes and a refractive-
index discontinuity in the unsaturated gain.

Using a modified wavelet transform, one can study where
features in the FF have contributions from the NF [14]. In this
work, four windowed regions of the FF, corresponding to each
of the primary peaks indicated as (a)-(d) in Fig. 3, are Fourier
transformed to determine spatial the contributions of the NF
and are shown in Fig. 4. The contribution to the main lobe of
the FF, shown in Fig. 4(a), largely overlaps the tailored current
stripe, implying that it is the dominant saturating and shaping
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Normalized electric field magnitude of the modified
wavelet transform of four regions of the BAL FF along with the whole NF.
The whole NF is shown in (a) (black) (7.7 W), main lobe is shown in (a)
(red) (5.1W), the second region is shown in (b) (green) (2.1 W), the third
region is shown in (c) (brown) (0.22W), and the least paraxial 4th region is
shown in (d) (blue) (0.13 W).

force for the shaded region of free carriers in Fig. 2. The two
more paraxial lobes of the FF transform to NF structures
with significant power increasingly far from the current stripe,
shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). Though not as easily interpretable
as the main lobe’s transform due to what is possibly multiple
unresolved modes in each of these FF wavelet regions, these
two transform regions seem to have inflection points indicative
of conventional higher-order index-guided modes. The fourth
transform, shown in Fig. 4(d), is taken from just outside the
main lobe of the FF. While at first glance this FF region seems
to be of insignificantly small power, its transform is revealing
about the physics of the device. Having a smooth NF farther
from the gain than the primary mode combined with a FF
that is also at a higher angle than the primary mode indicates
that this mode is of the same family of gain-guided modes
as the primary mode. It also leads to the conclusions that
(a) the primary mode is the fundamental gain-guided mode,
(b) higher-order gain-guided modes are eliminated by gain
filtering and evanescent spatial filtering, and (c) this would
effectively be a single-spatial-mode laser if the index ramp
were not required to confine the beam spreading.

Although it seems intuitive that a widened beam as shown
in Fig. 2 will have a proportionally narrower FF, this is not the

Fig. 5. (Color online) BAL output intensity re-imaged for fiber coupling
into (a) the LP01 mode (5 W), and (b) the combined LP01 and LP11 modes
of SMF-28 fiber (5.5 W). The BAL wide (lateral) axis is horizontal, and the
fiber core is depicted as a dashed circle.

case for a filamenting BAL, whose FF width is governed by the
spatial frequencies of the filamentation. Moreover, similar M2

values in highly multimode BALs do not directly translate into
similar fiber coupling efficiencies, particularly for few-moded
fibers. Nevertheless, the narrow, stable, far-field distribution
shown in Fig. 3 suggests that a significant fraction of the
light from this tailored BAL can be coupled into conventional
single-mode fiber.

Under appropriate imaging conditions, the BAL output can
therefore be re-focused to produce a spot that can be efficiently
launched into SMF-28 fiber, which supports several modes
at the 980nm erbium-pumping wavelength of interest. Two
such launch conditions are shown in Fig. 5, corresponding
to optimized coupling to the LP01 fiber mode (top) and the
combined LP01 and LP11 fiber modes (bottom). Optimizing
for coupling into the additional anti-symmetric LP11 mode
yields higher coupling because the laser output can be focused
asymmetrically on the core, using more of the electric field to
overlap the available modes. The existence of several fiber
modes therefore allows for 70% coupling efficiency of our
optimized BAL into SMF-28 (determined by complex-valued
mode-overlap integrals), resulting in up to 5.5W guided by
the fiber core. This is a substantial increase (7x) over the
nominal 0.75W that is currently commercially available for
core pumping of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers.

In order to ensure that coupling optics can physically
realize the predicted coupling, a first-order, triplet thick-
lens system was modeled. A design comprising two plano-
convex cylindrical lenses on either side of a radially
symmetric bi-convex lens with an overall diode-to-fiber length
of 1.05mm resulted in a 69% coupling efficiency into the core
of SMF-28 fiber at the maximum power presented in this work.
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Intensity of the far-field (Top) and near-field (Bottom)
operating at drive currents 9.2 A (red) (7.7 W). 7.3 A (blue) (6.1 W), 5.1 A
(green) (4.2 W), and 2.4 A (brown) (1.8 W).

It should be noted that the design includes an off-axis shift and
tilt in order to accommodate the off-axis shift and tilt in order
to accommodate the off-axis emission.

III. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although the predictions for operation at maximum power
show highly desirable performance, construction and oper-
ation of the device will be subject to a number of real
world complications. This section addresses the variation of
device performance with power as well as tolerance to non-
ideal index profiles. Furthermore, inclusions (defects) and
statistical variations (inhomogeneities) to refractive index and
injection-current are studied, as well as means of mitigating
potential detrimental effects. Finally, the difficulties and poten-
tial benefits of thermally induced refractive-index changes are
presented.

Current conventional BALs operate at a range of power
levels with a reasonably stationary center axis of propagation.
However, the same is not true for the gain-guided design
presented here due to the induced wavefront tilt. While the
proposed device will operate at a continuous range of power

Fig. 7. (Color online) Near-field intensity output for half-Gaussian (red,
solid) (6.18 W) and quarter-cosine (black, dashed) (6.13 W) index profiled
BALs operating at 8.4 A compared to constant sloped index profile at 8.4 A
(dash-dotted, blue) (6.26 W).

levels up to its maximum, the nature of the gain-guided modes
induces a shift in the FF emission angle with current. Fig. 6
shows the off-axis progression of the FF emission as power is
increased due to increased asymmetrical gain, which modifies
the phase profiles of the emitting modes. Though the near-
field is only spreading and scaling, a fixed fiber coupler
designed for the maximum operating point will show signifi-
cant decrease in coupling efficiency when used to either side
of its designed power specification. The change is sufficiently
slow such that operation at a stated output power should result
in negligible power drift compared to the nominal long-term
drift of such lasers (∼1–2%). On the other hand, this feature
may be exploited for applications requiring for electronically
controllable beam steering, such as laser-based printing.

In order to test the robustness of the device design, several
additional index shapes were simulated. Fig. 7 shows the near-
field intensity of the BAL where the linearly sloped index is
replaced by either a cosine or a Gaussian. In this figure all
plots are normalized to compare each profile’s NF to that of
the original (linear index ramp) design. The resultant NFs,
all taken at 8.4A operating current, are nearly identical to
the original design, showing that the precise nature of the
index slope is not important, only that it provide a gradual
confinement of the beam spreading. Moreover, even though
the alternative profiles have increased current spreading at
low powers due to decreased slope at the peak of the current
stripe, the output powers are nearly identical (6.13W, 6.18W,
and 6.26W for the cosine, Gaussian, and linear profiles,
respectively.

As this work deals with free-carrier refractive-index
changes, which are known to cause severe instability in
semiconductor lasers, it is important to understand what effect
fabrication inhomogeneities might have on the performance of
the BAL. A set of 11, 1 × 2 µm perturbations of ±30% in
both current and index profiles were hand placed in locations
near important boundaries, such as near cavity reflections and
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along the index step at the peak of the gain. These simulations
shows that in spite of the enormous defects these represent,
they had negligible effect on the device performance in terms
of output power, NF profile, FF profile, or efficiency.

A second set of fabrication inhomogeneities was also
implemented via statistically distributed imperfections based
on current manufacturing tolerances [15]–[18]. Though there is
a significant lack of detailed information about perturbations in
molecular beam epitaxy, likely due to variations from machine
to machine and operator to operator, it is generally considered
that a layer can be targeted to within 1% composition and there
is often ∼1% change in a layers composition from center to
the edge of a wafer [15]. Despite claims that there is no lateral
composition variation [16], completeness requires that a set of
statistical inhomogeneities be explored.

There are two parameters that govern such Gaussian sta-
tistical processes: the correlation length and the RMS ampli-
tude. Although no published data exists on either of these
values, a 10-µm correlation length can be implied from [17].
The amplitude of the refractive index variation was assumed to
be reasonable at 1% of the variation traditionally found across
the wafer. Finally, the RMS variation of injection-current
was selected to be 10%. Using these parameters to generate
a two-dimensional perturbation profile for refractive index
and injection-current, the proposed design was re-simulated
to include these perturbative effects. Nominally, the random
perturbations induced lateral reflections that, when combined
with the intentional index slope, caused net reflections suffi-
cient to induce beam modulation that could seed filamentation.
To minimize this compounded effect, the refractive-index slope
in these simulations was simply reduced by half in these
simulations. Fig. 8 shows the resultant NF, which shows
increased modulation due to the perturbations. However, the
FF is still reasonably stable, resulting in ∼3.6 W coupled to
SMF-28 fiber while operating at 6.6 Amps. This performance
is valid regardless of the particular realization of the randomly
generated inhomogeneity map. It should also be noted that the
inhomogeneity levels used in these simulations was based on
crude estimates since no values could be found in the literature.
In a practical design, the inhomogeneity statistics (correlation
length, RMS amplitude) of a particular fabrication process
should be used as input to the simulations in order to optimize
the degree of refractive index slope required for maximum
fiber coupling.

Thermal variations to the refractive index are also important
to BALs in general, but also for the proposed BAL specifically
due to the requirement of the refractive-index profile. A simpli-
fied two-dimensional model was used for first-order derivation
of the thermal properties [19] of the laser, including the
geometry of the submount. This model incorporates thermal
diffusion of ohmic losses in a single-volume semiconductor
layer and free-carrier-generated heat via non-radiative decay
of excited carriers in the optically active region of the proposed
device under power. Convective boundary conditions were
used for semiconductor- and metal-to-air interfaces above
the submount, while conductive boundary conditions were
held at semiconductor/metal and metal/metal interfaces. The
submount/simulation boundary was held to ambient. This

Fig. 8. (Color online) Intensity of the far-field (top) and near-field (bottom) of
a tailored BAL (half refractive-index slope) perturbed by a random refractive
index with 10 µm correlation length and RMS amplitude of 1% of the
bulk index variation and 10% current inhomogeneities operating at 6.6 Amps
(5.2 W).

model was solved using a finite difference time dependent
scheme with eight micron resolution run to steady state for
each ramp in operating power level. 50% electrical-to-optical
power efficiency was assumed.

Recent work has shown that carefully prescribed submount
contacts can significantly and beneficially modify thermal pro-
files [20], [21]. Applying this concept to the proposed device
design, an approximation of the desired refractive index can be
generated using a thermal index profile rather than a complex
semiconductor fabrication process, particularly since Fig. 7
shows that the shape of the profile is not important. In applying
this concept, the submount is designed using an undercut that
leaves an air gap under one side of the unpumped region
of the semiconductor, with a conducting contact pedestal, as
shown in Fig. 9. The semiconductor is 152 µm thick, while
the metal and air gap layers are 16 microns thick. The injected
current region is undercut by eight microns and the pedestal is
eight microns wide. The pedestal is separated from the main
contact by 272 microns. The submount is 840 microns thick.
The resultant thermal profile is also shown in Fig. 9, along
with the resulting NF. This NF shows the same qualitative
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Top: Undercut submount design used in simula-
tion to provide required thermally indices refractive-index profile. Middle:
Normalized output electric field intensity (red, solid) and thermal profile above
ambient (black, dashed) for a tailored BAL with a thick contact sitting on
pedestal and shelf operating at 8.4 A (7.0 W) compared to linear profiled
BAL without thermal (black, solid) at 8.4 A (6.9 W). Bottom: Respective
far-field profiles.

features as the original device design, albeit with more spatial
structure that is indicative of operating on the edge of filamen-
tation instability. Using this first-order (i.e., non-optimized)
submount design and foregoing any other fabricated
refractive-index profile, the device using the thermally pro-
duced index predicts 6.9 W maximum (low-filamenting) oper-
ating power with ∼3 W into conventional telecom fiber. In this
simulation the thermal index has, to some degree, replaced the
need for a manufactured refractive-index step, though a more
elaborate insulating gap design could help generate a more
desirable profile near the pumped region. Alternatively, the
submount design can be made to flatten the thermal profile and
remove it from the problem [21] and instituting a fabricated
refractive-index profile instead.

IV. CONCLUSION

As previously mentioned, prior work with this gain-tailored
design failed at powers approaching conventional single-mode
diode limitations with two likely explanations. First, the
thermally induced index profile likely formed conventional
modes, which led to unfilterable perturbations in the gain and
thus refractive index. As described previously, such thermal
gradients can be mediated (or even beneficial) with proper
submount design. Perhaps more significantly, the location of
the modes with respect to the gain creates a sharp free-carrier
peak shown in the gain curve in top of Fig. 2. Such high yet
narrow gain should approximate a single-mode gain-guided
laser that can lase independently. Our simulations revealed
that the interplay of such a narrow gain-guided mode with the
other tailored-gain-modes results in an unstable modulation of
the total lateral optical field and leads to filamentation. In our
design, the presence of a refractive-index step in this narrow
gain region rapidly couples light out of any developing mode,
making the lasing threshold for modes in this region extremely
high and significantly elevating the filamentation threshold.

The concept presented in this paper uses refractive-index
tailoring to balance the spreading and filtering of light in
a uniform quantum well in a configuration that may seem
complex. However, the required current profile was demon-
strated decades ago via selective current contacting [6].
Although the desired refractive-index profile could be gen-
erated via multi-step etching or implantation processes, these
processes could disturb the quantum well. Alternatively, recent
work in micro-channel coolers and contact tailored sub-mounts
demonstrates that the thermal refractive-index profile changes
can possibly be mitigated to within the required boundaries
and, more importantly, suggests that the desired refractive-
index profile may be created entirely thermally [20]–[23]. Such
an approach would reduce the complexity of the proposed
semiconductor manufacturing in favor of simpler sub-mount
engineering.

An alternative to using refractive index (thermal or other-
wise) to restrict beam broadening in the cavity would be to
increase spontaneous decay in the regions outside the pumped
area, for example by disordering the quantum well outside the
pumped region [24].

In conclusion, broad-area laser simulations predict sup-
pression of free-carrier-induced self-focusing using tailored
refractive-index and injection-current profiles. An engineered
combination of distributed gain- and loss-filtering mechanisms
lead to 7.7W of spatially stable (non-filamenting) output power
enables high-efficiency (70%) coupling into SMF-28, resulting
in 5.5W of fiber-coupled power for EDFA pumping. The
resulting design is found to be robust against the profile shape,
current and refractive-index inhomogeneities, and thermal
lensing.
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